1 - SPIRAL NOTE; J. OHN PIET
2 - TWO BEARS; MARSHALL M. FREDERICKS
3 - BADGE OF HONOR; DAVID H. BOLLMAN
4 - X'S & O'S; SMARK BELTCHENKO
5 - RING AROUND THE ROSIE; BERNADETTE ZACHARA-MARCOS
6 - SPIRIT OF STERLING HEIGHTS; MARCIA WOOD
7 - RECEIVER; BRIAN ALEXANDER
8 - THE ARTS; SERGIO DE GIUSTA
9 - ORACLE I; JEROME SOBLE
10 - CENTIPEDE; THOMAS HAYNES
11 - BURST; RAY KATZ
12 - SARAH'S HEIRLOOM; JANICE B. TRIMPE
13 - FIREMAN AND CHILD; EDWARD CHESNEY
   (LOCATED AT FIRE STATION 1)
14 - THE SEED; ERIK & ISRAEL NORDIN
15 - READING GIRL; LESENDES MADCHEN